Abstract: The 2008 Russia–Georgia War over South Ossetia and Abkhazia sparked controversy about whether Russia’s grand strategic intentions in the South Caucasus were expansive vis-à-vis Moscow’s perceived sphere of interest. This is often based on the assumption that Russia initiated the war with—among other objectives—the intention of regime change in Tbilisi. This article examines Russian decision-making and the course of events leading up to the war through various explanatory models. It concludes that, because the Russian military and civilian leadership in Moscow—namely, that of Prime Minister Vladimir Putin and President Dmitry Medvedev—was disjointed and lacking significant unity of effort, the war itself served as little evidence of a grand strategic shift on Moscow’s part. Decision-making by civilians can be explained by a pragmatic response to the unfolding of events, either by Georgia or by Russian military brinksmanship.
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Army’s 4th Battalion was mounting an offensive in Tskhinvali, Russian 40th Army forces were pre-positioned for a counter-attack. Moving through the Roki Tunnel, the confrontation quickly escalated into all-out war, expanding into greater Georgia and including the second front in Abkhazia. Almost immediately, comparisons were made to the Red Army’s 1968 invasion of Prague and its 1979 invasion of Afghanistan.

Outside of Moscow, two general theories have dominated the discussion of Russia’s role in the war. The first might be referred to as the historical hegemonic one, which pits a post-Cold War Russia in an ever-compromised regional sphere in which it pursues strong-arm policies against Georgia in order to instill its historical, but lost, dominance over the small state. This argument draws a direct parallel between “Western policy decisions on Kosovo and NATO enlargement” and the Russian leadership’s justification of the war. The second is the fear-of-a-Western-state theory, in which Russia uses forceful coercion to punish Georgia for choosing to lean west—seen particularly in Tbilisi’s desire to join NATO. This theory presupposes that if NATO had not attempted to offer Georgia the Membership Action Plan (MAP), Russia would not have pursued a preventive war as a “deterrent.” Both of these theories possess the common assertion that the war was more about Russia’s relationship with the West, and the protection of its sphere of interest from the Westernization of a state growing ever more Western, than about the localized ethnic conflict that intensified after the Cold War.

This article addresses the idea that the war was directly a part of an integrated strategy to protect Russia’s sphere and dissuade the westernization of Georgia—such as its ascendance into NATO. Examining decision-making through the Kremlin’s actions, rhetoric and policies reveal a clearer understanding of whether the war reflected that Moscow’s regional foreign policy—its “grand strategy”—had taken a militarily confrontational turn or was simply the result of short-term planning and the poor state of Russian civil-military coordination. While some may point to the nefariousness of Moscow’s intentions, little has been written that deconstructs these intentions in the war, particularly regarding the actions and words of its leaders. Did the war reflect a set of integrated concepts that could explain Moscow’s intentions for the region in a broader, long-term view? Or was the war a result of the precisely opposite phenomenon: not having a strategy, and, thus, a failure to foresee many of the effects? This distinction is essential to understanding Russia’s disposition during the war, as this article addresses.

Central to an objective assessment is the importance of leadership decision-making leading up to the war. The West wanted to know if this was a new precedent in Russian foreign policy, perhaps with resurgent ambitions. The article argues that, leading up to and over the course of the war, a specific policy was not understood among civilian and military leadership. While evoking a sense that command and control was erratic, Moscow’s decision-making was pragmatic and does not necessarily point to a cohesively integrated grand strategy that included planning for war with Georgia—beyond the intimidation that preceded the war.

The organization of this article is as follows: first, it establishes the context from which the South Ossetian War emerged and the culmination of policies between Tbilisi and Moscow, both since the end of the Cold War and since the Rose Revolution in 2003. Second, it provides some immediate and long-term expected outcomes for Moscow as they relate to the war itself. Third, it presents three possible models of Russian strategic planning through which to view the context of the war. Fourth, it traces the events lead-
ing to the war that occurred within the breakaway republics. Finally, it provides some insight as to how the war affected Russia’s role in the world, and why the non-integration of strategic concepts matters in this case.

**Russian Strategic Context**

The Kremlin, under Putin, formed a set of strategic concepts—a vision of Russia’s role in the world based on the idea that it should leverage market dominance through state control of its own energy and mineral wealth in order to develop the non-energy and mineral sectors of the economy. This, in turn, would achieve competitiveness in connectivity with the global economy, in an era of Russian international economic improvement, and thus gain respect and a greater position in the world. Central to the domestic end of this is the role of what Vladislav Surkov explained as the “wholeness” of a sovereign democracy: that Russia would need to collectively forego certain freedoms in the short term to achieve economic prosperity in the long term. The foreign policy aspect of it—that is, Russia’s active role in the world—maintains that a “sphere” or “orbit” of interest, a roughly derived area in its geopolitical region (i.e. Europe, the Caucasus, the Middle East, Central Asia), exists in order to support Russian economic objectives. This concept is the basis for what Putin and several of his close advisers believe will restore Russia’s status as a major player on the world stage, and could serve as its grand strategy. To the degree that this theory exists in the Kremlin’s collective consciousness, it does not appear to be integrated throughout the military and security services.

Three questions are relevant in gaining a long-term perspective on the conflict and how it fits into Russian strategic planning. First, who makes decisions in a time of war? Second, did decision-making surrounding the war in Georgia constitute a conscious shift in grand strategy on the part of the Kremlin, signifying a new confrontational foreign policy? And, finally, what does this say about how Russia currently sees itself in the region and in the world? Assessing the answers to these questions is important in forming a broader contextual understanding of Russian intentions. To be sure—since one cannot sit in on a high-level meeting with Russian leaders—“decision-making” as it is referred to herein shall mean evidence based on actions, rhetoric and stated policies.

The context of the war should be examined in light of Moscow’s role while considering some of the following points. First, though Georgian forces struck Tskhinvali before the Russian counter-offensive began, both Moscow and Tbilisi were guilty of events that contributed to the escalation of the crisis. Second, Moscow was worried that since the Orange, Rose, and Tulip color-revolutions were successful elsewhere, the West could attempt to foment one in Russia. This fear plays itself out in the policies of regional strategic influence in which Moscow engages. This is more often a result of historical conflict—evidenced by Russian dominance in the South Caucasus, the Crimea, and the Central Eurasian regions—than a stated goal. Third, the buildup in Europe of both NATO forces and possible US missile defense sites in Poland has been perceived as growing infringement on Russia’s historical sphere of influence. And, lastly, an oft-cited driver for Russian engagement in the world has been its vast resources in the energy sector. Much of this wealth is based on transport rents paid to Europe from energy activity in the Caspian Sea. When alternative pipelines emerged that bypassed Russian territory altogether—such as the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline and the proposed Nabucco natural gas pipeline—Moscow further sensed Western infringement.
As with other former Soviet republics (FSRs), Georgia has sought to free itself from Russian influence, moving politically and economically closer to Europe and the US and hoping, as mentioned, to one day join NATO. Despite a national poll in January 2008 that cited a majority of citizens favored NATO membership, President Mikhail Saakashvili’s bid for a membership action plan (MAP) at the NATO summit that same year in Bucharest was denied. French and German apprehensiveness about Georgian and Ukrainian MAPs were connected to Russia’s general disapproval, and to the possibility of oil and gas shutoffs in Western Europe. Some observers claimed that a Russian resurgence was underway, aimed at squeezing Western Europe into compliance with Russian policies through its energy transport while simultaneously applying pressure on FSRs to remain within Russia’s sphere of influence.

The post-Cold War story of Georgia is the story of the struggle to regain a territory whose people did not exhibit a natural allegiance to Tbilisi. After Russia resisted Zviad Gamsakhurdia’s invasion of South Ossetia in 1992, the South Ossetians maintained unofficial “status quo” independence. In the aftermath of a signed ceasefire, periodic violence continued with no decisive long-term solution. While both South Ossetia and Abkhazia were never formally recognized as republics by Russia, Moscow supported both states with peacekeeping forces. Tensions between Georgia and Russia regarding the Russian military’s proximity, and the negative change in relations following Georgia’s Rose Revolution of 2003, grew during 2007 and reached a boiling point in the spring of 2008.

Moscow’s Perceived Strategic Outcomes

The range of perceived Russian strategic objectives can be examined either as immediate and direct or long-term and indirect. Following the 2008 conflict, Western officials, analysts and commentators broadly discussed its various causes. If any of them contradicted one another, they did so without having a great effect on Russia’s future actions. In short, any of these causes are potential Kremlin objectives for rationalizing Russian engagement in the conflict. It may have been that these objectives were considered contingencies, but a stated intention alone to fulfill them does not necessarily constitute a shift in Russian strategy. It would be falsely premised to assume that strategic objectives alone indelibly show cause. Instead, they demonstrate what Moscow might hope to achieve by going to war with Georgia over the breakaway regions.

Immediate Operational Objectives

- Punish Georgia by forcing its military withdrawal from South Ossetia; destroy Georgian military installations so it couldn’t resume an attack.
- Provide a continual peacekeeping role in post-conflict South Ossetia.
- Expand military foothold in South Ossetia and Abkhazia.
- Create a political environment in which Russia could affect broad recognition of South Ossetia and Abkhazia as independent from Georgia.
- Affect the political environment in Tbilisi so much so that it topples the Saakashvili government.

Long-Term Strategic Objectives

- Communicate to Georgia and the West that Russia will not tolerate the encirclement caused by NATO enlargement.
• Communicate to other countries, particularly CIS states, that Russia will not accept regional challenges that compromise its perceived sphere of influence.
• Stem further enlargement of NATO by affecting Georgia’s military readiness for MAP status.
• Force specific EU countries to make a decision between further NATO expansion and natural gas sales from Russia, even if only through tacit threats of the possibility of cutting off delivery.
• Force a western reassessment of the southern corridor energy strategy (including the proposed Nabucco pipeline).^{17}

**Strategic Explanations**

Tracing pre-conflict decision-making yields an image of Moscow in which its policy stance on Georgia might be explained while considering a series of rationales. The first of these posits that the decision to separate Abkhazia and South Ossetia completely from Georgian sovereignty was fully integrated into a grand strategic concept—thus, the argument that Russia’s invasion was premeditated would hold weight. The Russian government may have militarily integrated a strategy that focused primarily on maintaining an ill-defined (either by Russia or anyone else) sphere of influence in the post-Soviet space, and Georgia could have figured very prominently within it. This explanation assumes that the Russian military was in lock-step with the Kremlin and with Putin’s staff regarding how to carry out policy in Georgia. Another explanation is that whatever the Kremlin and military models of decision-making are, a primary aim is to deceive the world community into believing something other than the truth. A third hypothesis assumes that Russia may not have integrated a grand strategic concept among its security services and military, which would be evidenced in an abundance of disaggregation in decision-making, specifically among civilian and military planners. And, finally, another explanation is that decision-making was strictly pragmatic and reactive.

**Integration**

To define an “integrated” grand strategy, consider four aspects of how governments may function holistically. First, intelligence is shared throughout senior levels of government, security, and military services in a reasonably non-compartmentalized way, so as to support a single set of unifying concepts. There is a general consensus, shared throughout senior levels of government, the economic community, and the intelligence and defense community. This consensus regards what each one of these groups sees as its country’s role in the world; the balance between the country’s internal dynamics and its external connections and relations; and, especially, how supportive the public is of all this.

Similarly, a strategic concept concerning the defense of a country from external threats that conceivably exists at the highest levels of government is only useful if it can be culturally synthesized among civilian and military officials. In his address to the Russian federal assembly in 2008, Putin said that “a society is capable of setting and tackling large-scale national tasks only when it has a common system of moral reference point, when a country maintains respect for native language, for its unique culture and values.”^{18} The importance of this underscores a central tenet of grand strategy: the centrality of cultural mandate in the strategic direction that elites select to direct a country.
Regardless of how a leader is perceived writ large, he or she is bound, to some degree, to the direction toward which a populace is leaning.

Military operations—actual or contemplated ones—ought to be consistent with civilian leadership’s strategic goals and communicated foreign policy. As in Soviet times, this would indicate a noticeably subordinate military to civilian decision-making. Such was the case in the Red Army’s invasion of Prague in 1968, in which the military had planned first to invade Romania; this appeared logical to many within the military. When the decision from Moscow came instead to invade Czechoslovakia, some high-ranking generals protested—and were quickly removed.19 A similar kind of command structure—wherein civilian strategy trumps military strategy—should be evident if a state’s grand strategy is integrated.

Realistically, decisions and actions occur as circumstances arise, and ought to be consistent with political, military, economic, social and other national sources of history, as well as objectives, capabilities, and global role. Though various nuances exist that make every government’s functionality intrinsically unique, this definition suits a range of purposes for examining wartime and crisis decision-making.

Strategic Deception or Disunity?

Every country, at one time or another, engages in deception as a means of creating doubt in its adversary’s perception. Russia’s declared policy, and its implemented policy, have at times contradicted with one another, and with calculated effect. On one hand, Moscow was frequently defensive in its rhetoric following the war, yet reassuring that a new Cold War was just as undesirable to Russia as it was to Washington.20 As Anatol Lieven noted about the speeches given by Medvedev, Putin, and Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov at the Valdai Club Meeting in September 2008, “There was no significant difference between them in what they said about Russian policy and Russian views,” though “what we are facing is a very united and determined Russian approach which is strongly supported by the entire top leadership.”21 This implies that that the policy was holistically implemented throughout the top echelons of government—which is to say that senior officials at least understood a common message.

The deception model might be described as follows. Russian leadership—namely that of Putin, the siloviki22 in his administration, and Medvedev and his staff—made calculated decisions in their response to the Georgian attack to force a specific Western perception that they were only responding to aggression. The desired perception was that decision-making was ad hoc, and that little or no pre-thought had gone into planning the Georgia war. Thus, leaders wished to convey the notion that they were forced to respond to actions carried out by Georgia, and that little or no pre-thought had gone into planning a response; this explanation places emphasis on Russia as the defenders of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. In this case, decision-making in Moscow would have seemed non-integrated with international perception but actually integrated in reality. Those who would hold to this model of Russian behavior would suggest, in the hope of confusing the West, that such behavior is intentionally erratic, disjointed, and at times contradictory. Ideally, this would then lead to a misperception and false assessment of Moscow’s intentions. The benefit to this strategy is that it would create the illusion that Moscow was not prepared for war and was taken by surprise—masking the notion that Russia had been prepared to respond, based on months of incursions from both sides prior to the war.23 One possibility for concealing Moscow’s
intentions is that the Kremlin may have believed that any notion of being found responsible for the war’s initiation would invite a wider response, possibly with NATO involvement.

Another sign of disjointedness in Moscow was that not all key civilian leaders appeared to understand the supposed plan for war, based on the escalation pattern and the problems with command during their actions on the ground. This would indicate that Russia’s long-term planning to detach South Ossetia was fraught with problems. For example, Alexander Darchiev, deputy mission chief to the US, declared that in his communications with the State Department he had assured that Russia had “no plans to invade Georgia or be pulled into war with Georgia.” Darchiev must have been confused when he found that as his statement went to press, the Russian military was taking Gori, a city beyond the breakaway regions in greater Georgia.

**Non-Integrated**

Another possible explanation is that integration is secondary to decision-making, and, as such, the compartmentalization of leadership can create confusion and miscalculation. The “fog of war” extends beyond military personnel on the ground to include political leaders. This explanation would also assume that the militarization of regional political and economic issues, namely the subject of energy, had not occurred as of the initiation of the war in Georgia. Senior leadership in Moscow may not have been planning a military confrontation with Georgia or any other country, and therefore were making up strategy as events unfolded; political leadership decision-making was reactive and pragmatic. This might also begin to explain the long overdue military reform program discussed soon after the war. The notion that the military was so out-of-step with what civilian leaders regarded as being integrated with national policy was only then a real priority.

A lack of deliberate, integrated strategy might be explained three ways. First, it could have been a result of the Putin era’s focus on the energy sector, economic growth, anticorruption maneuvers, and counter-terrorism and tax reform policies, as opposed to bolstering its aging Cold War-era military. Indeed, Moscow’s policy toward Georgia for several years prior to the war had been based on economic embargoes. A planned invasion of Georgia with sizeable forces would have required a symbiosis between the Kremlin, the security services, the defense ministry, and the foreign ministry on how military action into Georgian territory would fit into Putin’s economic development plans. Nor was long-stalled planning for military reform by Putin related to Georgia—though what the Russians considered their poor performance in Georgia has incited a renewed impulse to proceed with their plans for a streamlined military.

A second explanation for Russia’s possible lack of integration between civilian leadership and the military is the assumption that, because Putin was focused so heavily on the economy, he and his staff were unable to devote sufficient long-term planning to actions regarding Georgia. But this is not the case at all—Putin has spent ample time on issues involving South Ossetia, Abkhazia, and NATO MAPs. Following the conflict, the Kremlin was so appalled by the military’s performance that they immediately increased their focus on military transformation. This argument, ultimately, does not account for the gap between Putin’s interest in an issue and the government’s ability to leverage its resources optimally in support of that interest.

Another explanation for a lack of integration in policy toward Georgia is that
Russian leadership did not address foreign policy objectives in terms of short- and long-term goals. As one analyst pointed out, the Georgian war could have “jeopardized hopes for Russia to pursue a path of economic modernization based on ‘innovation.’” Had Russian leaders considered the possible outcomes of the war in a broader context, they would likely have realized certain pitfalls. For instance, Georgia would be drawn closer to NATO, and the voices of expansionists who sought to grow the alliance without Russian membership across the 1990s would suddenly seem to have more credibility. Second, NATO—and especially the US—might arm Georgia in destabilizing ways. Third, if Russia appeared as anything more than a peacekeeper for the breakaway regions, the international community would be hesitant to support the independence claims that Moscow later made.

Pragmatism as an Institutionalized Norm

In the absence of an integrated grand strategy, decision-making by an authoritative body might be disjointed, evolutionary and reactive, and formation of policy occurs pragmatically as events occur. In this model, the leadership—in this case, the tandem of Medvedev and Putin—makes decisions based on the information supplied to it from its close inner circles (i.e. bureaucrats, the siloviki, and industry elites). In other words, leaders become aware, they confer, they process, and they react. Information, and indeed international politics, may inundate them at a faster rate than their ability to make broad decisions that anticipate consequences. Their actions are centralized in what is loosely known as the “power vertical”—leaders are lock-step with Putin, but policy follows concepts only loosely.

Some basic facts surrounding Russian leadership during the war fit the pragmatist model, if only anecdotally. As the crisis erupted, Putin was at the Beijing Olympics, Medvedev was vacationing in Sochi, and Minister of Defense Anatoliy Serdyukov was also out of the country. This coincides with the adaptive response by Putin and others to Georgia’s attack on Tbilisi. Instead of Medvedev, who officially handles much of the foreign policy, or Serdyukov, civilian leader of the military, it was Putin who immediately rushed back from Beijing to meet commanders in Vladikavkaz in North Ossetia. This fact contradicts what Putin said later about Medvedev’s role in the crisis: “It was ‘a shame,’ Mr. Putin said, that the crisis had fallen to Mr. Medvedev, whom he described as ‘an intelligent, contemporary man of liberal views.’ He said the decision to respond was Mr. Medvedev’s; not a single tank … would have moved without direct orders from Medvedev. ‘I never impose my advice on him.’” Though this could have been an attempt on Putin’s part to appear subordinate in his prime ministerial role, it says nothing about the fact that he was the civilian leader who took control in this case.

Several statements from senior Kremlin leaders added to a sense of confusion, which could mean that the message was either not “united” or was purposefully deceptive. To illustrate this, consider a statement made by Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. In the middle
of the war, when pressed about the military’s push into the sovereign region of central Georgia, Lavrov snapped back that Georgia “can forget about” its territorial integrity because the Georgian government under ... Mikhail Saakashvili had committed so many atrocities that the two breakaway regions could never live under Georgian rule.” In an op-ed in the Financial Times the day before, Lavrov maintained that “Russia responded to this unprovoked assault on its citizens,” and that its “response has been targeted, proportionate and legitimate.” A week later, though, he stated that his government had every intention of implementing the plan endorsed by Medvedev and Nicolas Sarkozy in Moscow on August 12. Whether this was deliberately confusing or a symptom of ill preparation is an important distinction to consider; it either suggests that Lavrov delivered the message incorrectly or that it was precisely intended. While one statement expressed the desire for regime change in Tbilisi, the other was restrained, even accommodating.

**Events Leading to War**

It is important to understand that the re-ignition of tension between Georgia and Russia over Abkhazia and South Ossetia—which began in the early 1990s when Georgian President Gamsakhurdia invaded South Ossetia and saw a lull under President Eduard Shevardnadze—resumed in 2003 with the Rose Revolution and Saakashvili’s determination to reassure control over the two territories. Subsequent events only reinforced harsh sentiments made earlier. Possible future “color revolutions” would further exacerbate Moscow’s fear of encroachment and further break down the credibility of the CIS as a regional security organization. Russia feared that another color revolution was eventually planned for Moscow. After the war in Kosovo, Moscow became more deeply concerned about Western influence. As a result of the Rose Revolution, the Saakashvili government became seen as a pro-Western, anti-Russia entity. Following the possibility of a formal NATO-Russia security unification in the early-to-mid-1990s—and as NATO became larger without Russia—Moscow experienced a greater sense of exclusion and encroachment.

The basis of Russian-Georgian tensions was consistent throughout the post-Cold War years; Russia perceived Georgian collusion with Western nations as part of the West’s strategy of encirclement. Meanwhile, Georgia sought to break away from any Russian constraint on its independence, rooted in what Tbilisi thought was a recreation of the Soviet consolidation of regional power. Abkhazia and South Ossetia were becoming Moscow’s geopolitical quid-pro-quo and Georgia’s Achilles heel. From 2006 onward, events escalated Russian-Georgian relations to a breaking point. In October 2006, Russia responded to Georgia’s expulsion of its intelligence agents with an economic embargo. From this point on, periodic cross-border rocket attacks occurred in and around villages in the Kodori Gorge. On March 11, 2007, UN Observers (UNOMIG) witnessed a Russian military helicopter fire in the area.

A series of events in 2008 precipitated the August conflict. In January of that year, Saakashvili won a plebiscite on the country’s desire to join NATO. With Kosovo’s declaration of independence from Serbia in February, and its overwhelming Western support, Russia immediately reiterated a former claim that this would serve as a precedent for both Abkhaz and South Ossetian independence from Georgia. This was followed on March 6 by Russia’s withdrawal from a CIS sanctions treaty that had limited independent trade relations with Abkhazia.
NATO enlargement only added to the Putin-era sense of Western encirclement. At the NATO summit in Bucharest in April, the 2008 North Atlantic Council temporarily rejected membership action plans for Georgia and Ukraine, but agreed that both “will become members of NATO” and stated that “therefore we will now begin a period of intensive engagement with both at a high political level.” Moscow showed a sense of urgency following this, and moved to send whatever clear message it could that would prevent further Georgian moves to membership. On April 16, 2008, Putin signed a formal decree officially authorizing direct relations between Russia and the Georgian separatist regions, followed by the spread of aid, Russian passports, and security assistance in a move that caused the Tbilisi government to fear change that Moscow would annex the two regions. On April 21, a MiG-29 entered Georgian airspace and shot down an unmanned aerial vehicle heading toward Abkhazia.

Following the April decree, events became increasingly militarized in relation to the breakaway regions, but collusion with Moscow was not always overt. In May, Russia sent additional troops to aid its peacekeeping mission in Abkhazia, then totaling over 2,500. On May 21, the Kavkaz Press reported that Georgia staged a bombing of two buses in Gali, claiming that Abkhaz separatists were responsible. A week and a half later, on May 31, the Russian Defense Ministry deployed 400 Railway Forces to Abkhazia to repair an old railroad line. Georgia immediately complained that the deployment was an attempt by Russia to annex Abkhazia. The director of CIS, Konstantin Zatulin, came to Russia’s defense, stating that “Unlike unmanned aerial vehicles, the railway troops do not appear on the territory of Georgia itself.” Following this, on July 3, was the assassination attempt, supposedly by the Eduard Kokoity government in Tskhinvali, of South Ossetian leader Dmitry Sanakoyev. On July 6, the Saakashvili government charged that Moscow was responsible for a series of explosions on Georgia’s side of the administered border with Abkhazia. Russia denied this and inferred that Georgia was engaging in acts of terrorism in order to draw Moscow into war, ironically the strategy eventually cited by Tbilisi and the West in regard to Moscow. That same day, Tbilisi accused Russia of delivering a large amount of arms to Abkhazia. Both Sukhumi and the Russian ministry of defense denied this. After a bomb exploded at a café in Gali on July 7, Abkhazia blamed Georgia and severed ties with Tbilisi. Periodic clashes between the Georgian, Abkhaz and South Ossetian separatists occurred—such as one in the Kodori Gorge on July 9, in which Georgia claimed to have killed four who had attacked Georgian police. Abkhaz leaders claimed its armed forces had come under fire first. By this time, conflicting stories had become the norm. The degree of Moscow’s long-term commitment remained unclear.

Further events escalated tensions in days that followed. On July 11, the Georgian foreign ministry announced that an upcoming meeting between Medvedev and Saakashvili had been cancelled. On the following day, as Saakashvili called on the international community to support a Georgian protest against Russia, the EU officially raised the issue of airspace violations with Moscow. On July 12, Russia opened new checkpoints near the Kodori Gorge. And on July 14, German-brokered efforts for a peace agreement began to break down as Abkhaz leaders rejected parts of it.

In the days just before the outbreak of the war, beginning on July 16, tension became focused on military exercises. The yearly Russian Kavkaz exercise took place in North Ossetia near the Georgian border and included 8,000 troops, along with much of the same hardware and operational formations that Russia would employ in the conflict days later.
“One scenario was a hypothetical attack by unnamed (but undoubtedly Georgian) forces on Georgia’s breakaway regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia,” wrote Jim Nichol, noting that “Russian forces practiced a counterattack by land, sea, and air to buttress its ‘peacekeepers’ stationed in regions, protect ‘Russian citizens,’ and offer humanitarian aid.” Whether or not this was a rehearsal, it was a clear sign that military planners had at least considered the possibility of war with Georgia, given the similarities between exercises and the war.

On the other side of the border, however, Georgians were conducting the Immediate Response 2008 joint exercise with 600 of their own and 1,000 American special forces troops (as well as forces from Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Ukraine). It is not clear whether the Russian decision to conduct the Kavkaz exercise around the same time was a direct response to the Immediate Response exercise. While both were likely planned months in advance, the details of their exact scheduling are likely classified. The Russian military’s exercise, however, began days after the Immediate Response 2008, and included one military to coordinate with, rather than five—which could mean that its coordination schedule was shorter.

As military escalation occurred, Moscow newspapers on August 5 claimed that, contrary to recent events being centered on Abkhazia, escalation was shifting to Tskhinvali. Whether this was a prediction on the part of analysts is less illuminating than the fact that, in the words of Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Grigory Karasin, the escalation in the conflict zone was “caused by the disproportionate use of force by the Georgian side.” This raises the possibility of one or more rationales for Moscow’s seemingly poised positioning of forces. First, Moscow’s senior leaders saw violence increasing by Georgia in South Ossetia and shifted additional forces from Abkhazia to join other forces near Vladikavkaz. Second, as the war began less than two days after this, very little time was allowed for shifting military strategy from Abkhazia to an assault from the north on Georgian forces in Tskhinvali. This may have complicated mobility and logistics, which seemed to be evidenced in postwar assessments, which indicated the poor control and heavy-handed tactics of the Russian military. It may also suggest there were differing assessments of the conditions on the ground between senior civilian leaders in Moscow and the 58th Army in North Ossetia.

While history is fairly certain Georgia fired the first shot, the causes and motivating factors behind this vary greatly. Initial reports out of Tbilisi cited that, early on August 7, rockets were fired at five separate villages in South Ossetia from inside the Russian border. Tbilisi responded by firing upon civilian areas in Tskhinvali. Russia maintained that the army responded to Georgian attack on Tskhinvali from its position in Vladikavkaz, North Ossetia and only then deployed reinforcement forces into Georgia. Moscow never denied its presence in the breakaway regions after the war had begun, in addition to the peacekeepers it had already stationed there. Quickly following the war, Russia moved to recognize South Ossetian and Abkhazian independence, and therefore neither were a part of Georgia anymore in Moscow’s policy. The violation of sovereignty, in their minds, was by Georgian incursions into the breakaway regions. South Ossetian president Eduard Kokoity complained on August 7 that Georgian intelligence was planning “acts of terrorism.” Still, Russian troops reacted with surprise to the Georgian attack that followed—as though their own intelligence did not alert ground forces during the days and hours leading up to it. This is in spite of the fact that Russian troops had been near the region for at least two weeks.
It became difficult to distinguish between decision-making on the battlefield and decisions made by Moscow. The final move was Russia’s decision to send troops and equipment through the Roki Tunnel. A discrepancy arose following the war about exactly what time troops actually entered the tunnel and emerged on the Georgian side. For some time after the war broke out, Saakashvili claimed the Russian Army attacked prior to Georgia’s attack; this could have been confused with the mortar and rocket fire that had occurred on-and-off for weeks prior to the conflict. A violation of sovereignty by rocket fire—though offensive and devastating—is significantly different than a violation by full-scale invasion. Moreover, both sides viewed sovereignty *vis-à-vis* South Ossetia differently, as that precise issue drove them to war. With respect to Saakashvili’s claim that Russian troops and vehicles first began moving across the border into South Ossetia, a US intelligence official indicated that this would be nearly impossible to verify without having had monitoring technology or overhead surveillance in place at the time. Nevertheless, few disagree that Russia’s response followed Saakashvili’s order to attack Tskhinvali with BM-21 Grad rockets on August 8.

Some evidence shows, however, that Russian intelligence operations could have been tied to a prewar policy, but does not alone suggest an intended preemptive war. One report stated that prior to the conflict there was no Russian ground presence, despite the medals awarded to over fifty FSB, GRU and SVR intelligence officers just days after the conflict began. FSB director Alexander Bortnikov admitted to Medvedev four days after the war began that “Georgian special services, before the commission of the act of aggression in South Ossetia, conducted active intelligence activity on the territory of the republic and in border areas on the territory of the Russian Federation.” If there had been intelligence coordination between the security services and the ground forces, the 58th Army would have greater cause to preposition itself inside the tunnel and beyond, rather than waiting for the attack on the north side. Instead, ground forces were positioned in the tunnel. The problem with drawing conclusions from supposed intelligence activity prior to the conflict is that such operations were likely routine to Russian policy and had occurred with some regularity.

**Fragmentation and Postwar Military Confusion**

As the war progressed, actions of the Russian military differed greatly from Moscow’s declarative policy and the rhetoric of its leaders. Following the ceasefire deal brokered by France’s Sarkozy after five days, Russian tanks still attacked Gori on August 13, well beyond the southern border of South Ossetia. Days later, after Medvedev announced that troops would withdraw from the breakaway regions, the Russian counteroffensive took significant positions deep within Georgia. Despite the fact that Moscow had negotiated a deal, its military commanders pushed on as if the war had not ended. This continued for about eight days, until Moscow finally stopped its own troops.

There are at least two rationales for the theory that the attacks were first enacted by Russian forces. The official reason that Russia gave for the invasion was the defense of Russian citizens living in South Ossetia. Many of the “citizens” were given passports in months before the invasion. If this is the case, it signifies an institutionalized set of policies toward South Ossetia and Abkhazia, one that had long been forecast by Moscow. The second rationale is that Moscow was poised and in position early on August 7, but did not strike, hoping to coerce Georgia into striking first; the Kremlin would then have the
benefit of denying its intentions following the conflict. Therefore, the Kremlin claim that the deployment of troops from Vladikavkaz took a significant amount of time would have validity. There could be no way of reaching the end of the tunnel in the amount of time that Georgia later claimed. This explanation seems unlikely, however, because Russian commanders would have known their presence could be detected due to the presence of Georgian intelligence. Besides the intercepted recording of the border guard and the Russian officer on August 6, there is little open-source evidence of this. The possibility of failure in this case would not only result in international embarrassment, but create internal struggles in Moscow over accountability.

If Saakashvili expected US or European security assistance following his attack on Tskhinvali, he misperceived the relationship. US State Department official Matt Bryza had warned him, hours before the offensive, not to fall into Russian-set traps and initiate action himself; he did not heed this advice. As Dmitri Trenin pointed out shortly after the war broke out, “He [Saakashvili] may have felt that his military, after several years of US-sponsored training and rearmament, was now capable of routing the Ossetian separatists and neutralizing the Russian peacekeepers.” It is clear that the US was not entirely trusting of Saakashvili’s word. One American commentator noted that, despite contested versions of the events, “US officials doubt Saakashvili’s claim that the Russians were already moving troops through the Roki Tunnel toward South Ossetia when Georgia launched its attack.” While at the onset of the war this might have been in question, it quickly became evident the Russian military stationed around Vladikavkaz and in the Roki Tunnel were poised to attack, but did not strike prior to the Georgian military’s move on Tskhinvali.

The idea that Russia was positioned to invade when Saakashvili moved troops into South Ossetia in order to quell separatist violence is problematic. This could, in turn, make Moscow look like the a savior of the South Ossetian people among the international community while also reinvigorating its sphere of influence after years of NATO’s eastward expansion. If this were indeed the Russian leadership’s initiation of a conflict, it may have been trying to create a fait accompli before Georgia was admitted to NATO. One assumes that Russian leadership understands clearly that, if Georgia had been a full NATO member, this would have constituted an Article 5 incident, and conflict between Russia and the West would likely have ensued if the required NATO consultations resulted in a decision to send troops or air support. Or, alternatively, Article 5 would have shown to be an empty provision—the way it was after September 11, 2001, when it was declared for the first time in NATO’s history. As it was reasonably clear that Moscow did not want a hot war with NATO, it would seem far easier for Moscow to preemptively split off the two areas from Georgia before Georgia’s NATO membership. Thus, if Russian leadership factored these considerations into prewar planning, finding an excuse to strike quickly and decisively was of paramount importance. There is a lack of direct evidence that this was indeed the motive behind the Russian military’s movement prior to the war, and one cannot assume that the Kremlin’s political posture is tied directly to its military posture.

Scattered Leaders and Fragmentation

The Russian reaction on August 7 to Georgia’s bombing of Tskhinvali was carried out within minutes—but if it had been planned in Moscow, there are, nonetheless, unexplained anomalies about the chain of command. Both the president (constitutionally, the Commander in Chief) and the prime minister were away from Moscow at the time; Medve-
dev was on a cruise on the Volga River and Putin was in Beijing for the opening ceremonies of the Olympics. Defense Minister Serdyukov was vacationing on the Black Sea coast. These facts have potentially different meanings if viewed through the context of the decision-making models presented earlier. They may suggest that no prior strategy existed, because those who would likely oversee it were missing at the breakout of the war. Few wars in history have been initiated with a state’s leaders on vacation or out of country. This might appear arbitrary, but indeed it says something about the Russian leadership’s role. This notion notwithstanding, Russia and Georgia had been maneuvering over Abkhazia and South Ossetia for at least the prior 18 years. This suggests that the 58th Army’s prepositioning on the other side of the Roki Tunnel was the result of ongoing tension, and that civilian leaders had seen no cause for this tension to escalate to the point of war. The complexity of the events of August 6–8, discussed earlier, points to this possibility.

Furthermore, the telling fact about the intercept is that the series of conversations implied a fragmentation in command—a sign of either a lack of strategic forethought by the Kremlin or a of an unprepared military, panicked and lacking unity of command. The 102nd Army brigade, along with tank and artillery brigades, entered the tunnel 24 hours before it attacked within the sovereign borders of Georgia. The fact that this was a day or more prior to firing suggests serious flaws in command. Civilian leaders may not have known about specific positions. Had Putin, Medvedev, and Serdyukov known, a decision might have been made earlier about whether to pull back or to commence an attack. To have made no decision in the period between August 6 and late August 8 infers that no guidance existed as to how leaders would deal with the political fallout following the war and that this fallout was not assessed prior to the war. Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that Russian leadership had not made a prior decision to advance all the way into Tbilisi and remove Saakashvili from power altogether.

The absence of leadership from Moscow at a crucial moment is noteworthy, but the degree to which it fits some model of strategic deception is doubtful. Strategic deception is used by every government, and its use in this case or any other does not unequivocally suggest the conspiracy to implement a grand strategy. It can be employed at very tactical levels. No analysis assessed in the days following the war mentioned the importance of these kinds of tactics, beyond underlining the fact that Putin rushed home immediately from Beijing and took control of the situation. Whether deception was effective or not is less important than whether it was part of a national strategy or simply the pragmatic use of institutional norms within the security services. More than three years have passed, and the role of deception by Russian leaders in the war—other than the various instances of contradiction and implied strategic communication mentioned above—is made no clearer by the available open-source information.

The fact that the force applied against Georgia showed restraint—except that the war ended in five days—adds a layer of confusion when set against civilian language discussed in other areas of this article, and points to the independence of military decision-making during the war. To be sure, however, the force applied during the war included capabilities beyond the realm of peacekeeping. In addition to reacting to Georgia’s attack on Tskhinvali by pushing through South Ossetia, Russian forces also mounted an offensive from the north into Abkhazia. Russian Tu-22 Backfire bombers and Su-24s Fencer and Su-27 Flanker attack aircraft conducted raids over Gori, Rustavi, and near the capital.
Tbilisi, losing seven aircraft over the course of the war to Georgian air defense. Russian forces also struck areas very close to the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) gas pipeline, calling attention to the centrality of energy vulnerability in modern conflict. SS-21 Tochka and SS-26 Iskandar SRBMs were also fired into Georgian territory. The Russian navy’s Black Sea Fleet took positions along the Georgian coast in Poti and Sokhumi, creating a blockade, and sunk a Georgian surface combatant ship and a number of coast guard vessels. By the time the war ended, Russian forces had destroyed the majority of Georgian military capabilities and communications infrastructure. Additionally, buffer zones had been established beyond both Abkhazia and South Ossetia, several miles inside Georgia proper. Finally, regarding the withdrawal of troops from Georgia—in relation to the Saakishivi brokered withdrawal plan, which stipulated an end to hostilities—the process was slow and the military appeared reluctant throughout. These events appeared separate and ulterior to Kremlin intentions, especially given their political ramifications, and could point to a lack of civilian oversight, given the international political ramifications that ensued.

Pragmatically Non-Integrated

The importance of the Georgian issue for the Russian government and the nearly two decades of friction leading up to the August 2008 war makes it likely that the General Staff developed contingency plans long ago. And while it is likely that the North Ossetian 58th Army had an operating strategy, there is no evidence that it was integrated with strategies of the FSB spetsnaz forces and border security and general purpose forces, who were also operating in Georgia. If there was an overall strategy of the Russian government toward Georgia, it was presumably based on directives from civilian leaders in Moscow to military leaders in senior command positions, as opposed to delegation of authority to the local Russian military to take action under specified contingencies. Both during the Soviet era and in the new Russia, the military has been subordinate to civilian direction.

Russian leaders were either aloof to events, upon Saakashvili’s attack, or they had sufficient information but did nothing to integrate it efficiently while the events of the conflict were unfolding. Understandably, as in all wars, real human beings were involved in this, with only partial and confusing information, and were as capable of optimal decision-making as they were of flaws. This possibly accounts for the misleading and erratic nature of rhetoric by Kremlin officials throughout the war. For instance, intelligence analysis, sharing, and dissemination seemed to be at least partially ineffective. Intelligence on Georgian prewar movements was lacking. The intelligence bureaucracy was likely stovepiped and ineffective in getting facts to the key decision-makers—Putin, Medvedev and their teams. More importantly, however, the obscure experiment of the tandem rule underwent its first crisis, under non-integrated conditions.

Together, the war’s decision-making conditions underscore a pragmatic, but flawed, leadership that based the majority of its decisions on its reaction to events as they unfolded rather than on executing a rigidly planned strategy. This is not to say that a grand strategy, placing Georgia within Russia’s sphere of influence, did not exist. Nor does it necessarily mean that Moscow’s leadership was fragmented. It means that, notwithstanding a great degree of political posturing by both Georgia and Russia for months and years prior to the war, coupled with provocations that may have been undertaken by Russia’s security
services, this particular war was not a long planned policy simply waiting for the opportunity. Nor did it seem that the Russian government had been waiting to seize an opportunity to send a signal to the West not to interfere in their sphere of influence. This notion is bolstered by the fact that Moscow’s was surprised by the reaction from the West to the Russian military’s level of force in Georgia and consequent blows to its strategic reputation and global economic condition. Moreover, it points to a flawed leadership that underestimated the ramifications of escalation.

**Miscalculation**

In the aftermath of the war, several miscalculations by both Georgia and Russia became evident that, had strategic planning had been integrated, might not have otherwise occurred.

**MAP**

If NATO’s MAPs for Georgia and Ukraine were a remote possibility before, they almost immediately became central in the weeks following the conflict. Russian sources have said that the indication that MAPs were progressing favorably—per the outcome of the NATO summit in Bucharest in April 2008—put Russia on a hair-trigger for Saakashvili’s initiative to attack, further emboldening the notion. This subsided after the December 2008 meeting of foreign ministers and the Obama administration’s attempt at *perezagruza*, or “reset.”

**The Scramble**

As described earlier, the Russian military seems to have conducted its own invasion with minimal forces, then scrambled to deploy additional forces as the war unfolded. This is perplexing if decisive victory—including the seizure of Tbilisi and the ousting of Sakaashvili—was the strategic objective. Committing more forces and initiating an offensive on the capital could have accomplished this. By not doing this, Moscow indicated that regime change was not a primary objective, but settled for worse: temporary condemnation and the survival of the Saakashvili regime.

**US Support to Georgia**

Immediately following the conflict, the US pledged to help Georgia rebuild its economy. Moscow had assumed that the US military’s training of Georgians was meant to support the retaking of the breakaway regions, as opposed to the American claim that the training was merely meant to prepare Georgians for counter-insurgency actions in Iraq. This may have meant that Moscow intended to completely defeat the Georgian forces, but stop short of changing the government of the country.

**A Military in Shambles**

Based on the overall shape in which the overall Russian military establishment was in, Moscow would not have likely welcomed further conflict. This is supported by the fact that, following the war, Medvedev and the Minister of Defense, Anatoli Serdyukov announced a set of military reform and modernization programs, though these plans had been long in preparation. This was the result of the military’s performance, the need to employ heavier-handed tactics in the war than were probably necessary.
Economic Burdens
The Russian government may not have realized the war and its generating new confrontation between the US, EU and Georgia on one hand—and Russia on the other—would have a severe effect on their economy, especially in light of the already-crumbling global financial situation. Thus, this would cripple new attempts at long-postponed reform and modernization of its military establishment. The Russian economy began showing signs of significant slowing of growth in July, prior to the conflict, though they had previously thought they were largely immune from the global effects of the American financial collapse. Capital flight that took place as one consequence of the war was not anticipated. The value of the ruble decreased as well.

New Exclusion
Russia was clearly surprised about the fallout in the international community from its military intervention in Georgia. The possibility that the G-8 might become the G-7 was even mentioned in the 2008 US presidential campaign. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) remained silent and thus unsupportive of Russia’s role in the war. Even Belarus had to be strong-armed into a reluctant acknowledgement of Russia’s action. NATO members suspended discussions in the NATO–Russia Council indefinitely.

These ramifications of the conflict were not what Russia expected, given their assumption that defending the Abkhazians and Ossetians was a noble cause. Altogether, these factors indicated that Russia’s action in Georgia was not part of a grand strategy per se, but absolutely particular to the local situation.

Conclusions
The discussion presented here enables a few interferences about Russia’s role in the world following its experience in the South Ossetian War, particularly as it relates to the theoretical underpinnings of Russian hegemony and resurgence, discussed in the works of Asmus, Cornel and others. First, the Georgian conflict may have been regarded by the Russian leadership as an opportunity for Russia to expand its influence regionally, were it not for the fact that the only support they received following the war from CIS states, was begrudgingly from Belarus. Second, the Russian leadership’s short-term decisions were erratic, even seemingly deceptive, because the Kremlin reacted to unfolding events—those of both Georgian and Russian military leadership. It is important to note that the fog of war was exceptionally high, especially since it was not clear whether reporting from the ground was a viable option. Questions remain as to whether Putin and Medvedev had sorted out what their command and control arrangements were, especially after having removed the Chief of General Staff from that chain.

Third, Moscow’s short-term decision-making on matters of security and questions of nationalities in the former Soviet space was reactive to events, and was not consistent with what otherwise may have seemed to be a Putin-derived strategic concept of Russia’s future. Thus, the Russian leadership did not anticipate the impact of their Georgian intervention on their overall economic condition. Finally, Moscow’s long-term objective of establishing CIS/CSTO as a counterbalance to Western expansion of NATO received a severe setback from their actions in Georgia. That is, the former Soviet republics have become even more insistent on their national sovereignty following the war.
If it were true that Moscow had prior knowledge of Georgia’s attack on Tskhinvali—and took the opportunity to execute a preemptive policy toward Georgia—it may have indicated that Russian leadership at least had a broader set of policies with regard to Georgia and Ukraine; that rather than having regional strategic aspirations, they were greatly concerned with the perimeter of their near abroad. The nature of Russian foreign policy in the near abroad—and for that matter, any notion of current and evolving grand strategy—remains uneasily characterized. Indeed, Russia has continued to defend the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia from Georgian incursion. This “near abroad” strategy has been emerging since at least 1994. Nonetheless, Russian decision-making—through small steps by a small number of elites—seems to be based on a pragmatic approach aimed at sustaining Russia’s regional influence. Tit-for-tat shows of force between Georgia and Russia have everything to do with Abkhaz and Ossetian separatists, but do not signal significantly new policy from previous years. The issue of energy and pipelines such as the BTC and the Russian proposed South Stream, alluded to earlier, only complicate the overall evolution of bilateral relations. Putin and Medvedev’s “manual control of the power vertical” indicates a highly personal and centralized approach, and ceases to be an ideological expression of national strategy similar to the ideological underpinnings of the Soviet Union’s grand strategy. The war was a tremendous strategic blunder for both Saakashvili and the Putin–Medvedev tandem, and the notion that it was simply a Kremlin-based strategic preconception discounts other explanations.
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Russian military strategy in the Five-Day War. The main goal of the military operation in Georgia and the Black Sea was, as stated above, to take irreversible control of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The establishment of sizable Russian military bases in Abkhazia and South Ossetia as well as control over critical mountain crossings has significantly improved Russia’s strategic position in the Caucasus region.